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Abstra t

The LovoAlign method for Protein Alignment, based on the Low-Order Value Optimization theory, is re alled. The method is modied in order to improve global onvergen e properties and ompared against other global minimization pro edures.
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Introdu tion

Protein Alignment is the pro ess of dis overing similarities between the 3D
stru tures of two proteins, whi h are generally represented by the sequen es
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A will be identied, in this paper, with
3
a spatial sequen e A ≡ (A1 , . . . , Ana ) where, for all i = 1, . . . , na , Ai ∈ IR
provides the oordinates of the protein's i − th Cα- atom.
3
3
If T : IR → IR is an arbitrary rigid displa ement (i. e. T (v) =
Uv + c, where U is orthogonal and det(U)=1), the protein A may be (equivalently) represented by T (A) ≡ (T (A1 ), . . . , T (Ana ). Assuming that B ≡
(B1 , . . . , Bnb ) provides the spatial stru ture of a se ond protein B, the obje tive of Protein Alignment is to nd a rigid displa ement T su h that T (A) is
as lose to B as possible. For this purpose, many similarity measures (genof their atoms.

erally

A generi

protein

alled s ores) have been dened. See, among others, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄.
Assume that (a1 , . . . , aN ) is a subsequen e of (T (A1 ), . . . , T (Ana )) and
(b1 , . . . , bN ) is a subsequen e of (B1 , . . . , Bnb ). We onsider the sequen e
of pairs ((a1 , b1 ), . . . , (aN , bN )). If, for some i = 1, . . . , N − 1 one has that
(ai , bi ) = (T (Ar ), Bs ), (ai+1 , bi+1 ) = (T (At , Bu )), with t > r +1 and u > s+1,
we say that the sequen e ((a1 , b1 ), . . . , (aN , bN )) has a gap between (ai , bi )
and (ai+1 , bi+1 ). The Stru tal S ore asso iated with ((a1 , b1 ), . . . , (aN , bN )) is
dened by

Structal(a, b) =

N
X
i=1

20
− 10Ngaps ,
1 + kai − bi k22 /5

(1)

Ngaps is the number of gaps [11℄. Clearly, the sequen e of pairs
(a1 , b1 ), . . . , (aN , bN ) an be viewed as a monotone bije tion between subsequen es of T (A) and B . Let us denote by S(T ) the set of all monotone
bije tions (pairs of subsequen es) between T (A) and B . Maximizing the expression (1) over S(T ) we obtain the Stru tal s ore asso iated with the rigid
transformation T . For simpli ity, we denote:
where

Structal(T ) =

max

(a,b)∈S(T )

N
X
i=1

20
− 10Ngaps .
1 + kai − bi k22 /5

(2)

The bije tion that maximizes (1) may be obtained by means of a Dynami
2
Programming pro edure that employs O(min{na, nb} ) omputer time units
[12℄.
Finally, maximizing
pla ements

T

Structal(T )

with respe t to all possible rigid dis-

we obtain the Stru tal S ore asso iated with the proteins

A
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and

B,

whi h will be denoted here by

S(A, B) = max
T



max

(a,b)∈S(T )

N
X
i=1

S(A, B).

Namely,


20
− 10Ngaps .
1 + kai − bi k22 /5

In order to maximize the fun tion

Structal(T ),

one needs a suitable

parameterization of the spa e of rigid transformations.
1

pa kage

(3)

In the LovoAlign

[13, 14, 15℄, rigid displa ements are des ribed by 6 parameters

x ≡ (x1 , . . . , x6 ).

The rst three are rotation (Euler) angles whereas x4 , x5 , x6
3
represent the spatial translation. So, we may write, for all V ∈ IR :

 
x4

T (x)(V ) = U(x1 , x2 , x3 ) × V + x5  ,
x6

(4)

where




cos(x1 ) 0 sin(x1 )
U(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = 
0
1
0 
− sin(x1 ) 0 cos(x1 )



1
0
0
cos(x3 ) − sin(x3 ) 0
0 cos(x2 ) − sin(x2 )  sin(x3 ) cos(x3 ) 0 .
0 sin(x2 ) cos(x2 )
0
0
1
With this parameterization,

Structal : IR6 → IR

be omes a fun tion of

6

variables, whose evaluation involves nding the maximum of (1) over the set
of admissible bije tions between subsequen es of
fun tion is

T (A)

and

B.

The

Structal

ontinuous but non-dierentiable. LovoAlign is a freely available

omputer pa kage that implements a Low Order-Value (LOVO) optimization
method [13, 14, 16℄ for maximizing this fun tion. The LOVO theory guarantees that LovoAlign nds stationary points (very likely, lo al maximizers) of

Structal(x).

Pra ti al appli ation of LovoAlign is reported in [17, 18, 19, 20℄.

In this paper we introdu e variations of LovoAlign with enhan ed
of onvergen e to global maximizers of the

Structal fun

han es

tion, and we ompare

these variations with a well-established global optimization method.
1

The LovoAlign pa kage is available in www.ime.uni amp.br/ ∼martinez/lovoalign
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Redu tion of the spa e of translations

In LovoAlign the translations are represented by a

x4 , x5 , x6 ,

ontinuum of parameters

orresponding to all possible displa ements in the three dimensions

of the spa e. Other algorithms onsider only those displa ements that exa tly

T (Ai ) with atoms Bj . Given a rotation matrix U , for all
j = 1, . . . , nb, we dene the translation dij (U) ∈ IR3 by:

superimpose atoms

i = 1, . . . , na

and

UAi + dij (U) = Bj .
Therefore,

dij (U) = Bj − UAi .

(5)

A restri ted rigid transformation will be dened by

TR (V ) = UV + dij (U),
U is a 3D rotation
j = 1, . . . , nb.

where
and

and

dij (U)

is dened by (5) for all

i = 1, . . . , na

Consequently, we dene the restri ted Stru tal s ore asso iated with the
proteins

A

and

B

by

SR (A, B) = max
TR



max

(a,b)∈S(TR )

N
X
i=1


20
− 10Ngaps ,
1 + kai − bi k22 /5

(6)

where the maximum in (6) is taken over the set of restri ted rigid transformations

TR .

The most

onspi uous method that employs restri ted rigid transforma-

tions was given by Kolodny and Linial [9℄ with the aim of proving that approximate solutions of the Protein Alignment problem
polynomial

an be obtained with

omplexity. Their method employs a three-dimensional grid in

the spa e of angles and shows that, if the grid is ne enough, the

omputer

time ne essary to a hieve a given pre ision depends polynomially on the number of atoms. Unfortunately, their method is not
with the

3

urrently available

omputationally aordable

omputers.

Methods

In this se tion we des ribe the methods used in our

omparative study. In

one extreme we have LovoAlign, whi h, as we mentioned above, is a lo al

15
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method in the sense that onvergen e is guaranteed by rigorous mathemati al
theory towards points that satisfy rst-order optimality

onditions [13, 14,

15℄. These limit points are not ne essarily global optimizers of the problem
Maximize
whose global solution is

S(A, B),

Structal(T ),

(7)

as dened in (3). In the other extreme we

will onsider the method MCS (Multilevel Coordinate Sear h) [21℄, whi h is a
well established publi ly available method for optimize
Several additional methods,

ontinuous fun tions.

onsisting in global variations of LovoAlign,

2

will be tested .

3.1

LovoAlign

LovoAlign is an iterative method for solving (7), in whi h rotations are represented by the three Euler angles and translations are
Therefore, with some abuse of notation, problem (7)

ontinuous variables.
an be written as fol-

lows:
Maximize
Given an iterate

xk ∈ IR6

Structal(x), x ∈ IR6 .

and the

(8)

orresponding rigid movement

A(Tk )

dened by (4), we

ompute the displa ed protein

Programming, we

ompute the best bije tion between subsequen es of

and

Tk ,

and, using Dynami

A(Tk )

B.

Assume that the subsequen e of paired atoms found by Dynami
k k
k
k
k
k
Programming is ((a1 (x ), b1 ), . . . , (aN (x ), bN )). Then, by (1), we have that
k
k

k

Structal(x ) =

Nk
X
i=1

20
1+

kaki (xk )

− bki k22 /5

aki (xk ) depends expli itly on xk we
k
derivatives of Structal(x) at the iterate x .
Sin e

may

− 10Ngaps,k .

(9)

ompute, formally, the

Rigorously speaking, these
k
derivatives may not exist, be ause the same value Structal(x ) ould be ob-

tained for dierent sequen es of paired atoms. In spite of this la k of deriva∇Structal(xk ) ∈ IR6 and ∇2 Structal(xk ) ∈ IR6×6

tive uni ity, we denote by

the gradient and the Hessian so far

omputed, respe tively.

If the Hes-

sian is not negative-denite we repla e it by a negative denite matrix that
omes from adding a suitable negative term to the diagonal.
native trust-region strategy is des ribed in [22℄.)
2

(An alter-

The (perhaps modied)

The MCS method is available in www.mat.univie.a .at/∼neum/software/m s
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Hessian matrix will be denoted by Hk . It turns out that the Newtonian dire −1
k
tion −Hk ∇Structal(x ) is an as ent dire tion for the fun tion Structal(x)
[14, 15℄ and, so, a su iently bigger fun tional value an be obtained along
k+1
this dire tion. Therefore, we may obtain a better iterate x
by means of a
simple one-dimensional sear h.
A rigorous theoreti al analysis allows one to prove that, given an arbitrarily small

ε > 0,

there exists

k0

su h that, for all

satisfy

k ≥ k0 ,

all the iterates

k∇Structal(xk )k ≤ ε.
Roughly speaking, this indi ates that the method

onverges to lo al maxi-

mizers of the obje tive fun tion.
The theoreti al onvergen e behavior of LovoAlign independs of the initial
x0 . Nevertheless, in order to enhan e the probability of onvergen e to

iterate

global maximizers, the LovoAlign pa kage always employs a parti ular initial
point whi h is

omputed by means of a single alignment on the distan e

stru tures of the two involved proteins. In our experiments we will employ
the default algorithmi

parameters [15℄ of the standard implementation in

www.ime.uni amp.br/∼martinez/lovoalign.
3.2

Multilevel Coordinate Sear h (MCS)

MCS is a global optimization method for

n-dimensional
based in su

ontinuous fun tions dened on an

box, developed by Huyer and Neumaier [21℄. The method is

essive partitioning of a set of boxes into smaller ones and lo al

sear hes based on interpolations.
A

onvergen e theorem guarantees that, given an arbitrarily small

ε > 0,

the method eventually nds a point whose fun tional value diers from the
optimal one in less than

ε.

The proof of this theorem is based on the fa t

that, ultimately, the algorithm generates a dense set of points in the original
box [21℄.
MCS

an be applied to the Protein Alignment problem both in its origi-

nal form (3) or employing the restri ted set of translations. In the rst

ase

the problem has 6 variables while, in the se ond one, the number of variables
is 3. However, in the 3-variables

ase the obje tive fun tion is mu h more

expensive. The reason is that, in the 6 variable- ase we evaluate the s ore
for a given rotation and translation, both of them being variables. In the
3-variable

ase, only rotations are variables but we need to minimize over the
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nite set of sele ted translations. The

onsequen es of this fa t are impres-

sive. For example, aligning the proteins 1MJC and 1SHF we obtained the
s ore 465.1 in 3 minutes of

omputer time using the 6-variable formulation,

whereas the obtained s ore was 463.3 and 110 minutes were ne essary for
the MCS

omputations in the restri ted-translation formulation. The same

behavior was observed in many other

ases. Consequently, we always used

the formulation with 6 variables.
For running MCS we imposed the bounds
used a box that guaranteedly

xi ∈ [0, 2π] for i = 1, 2, 3 and we

ontains the global maximizer of the problem.
3
Without loss of generality, we assumed that the origin of IR is the bary ener
of of both proteins

A

and

B.

In our experiments we employed the standard implementation of MCS,
available in the NAG library (www.nag.
rithmi

o.uk).

We used the following algo-

parameters:

Maximum number of division of ea h box: 60.
6
Maximum number of fun tion evaluations: 10 .
Stopping riterion based on la k of obje tive fun tion improvement

st lim:

5000.
Maximum number of lo al sear hes: 50.

3.3

Multistart LovoAlign (ML)

The Multistart LovoAlign method (ML)

onsists of running LovoAlign using

a (large) set of initial points, whi h are dened as follows: We dene a grid

(x1 , x2 , x3 ), using n values for ea h xi , i = 1, 2, 3.
For ea h rotation matrix U we employ m initial points dened by dierent
translations. Given a rotation, the j − th translation will be dened by the

in the spa e of angles

ondition

T (C) = Bν[(j−1)/(nb−1)/(m−1)+1] ,
C is the bary
j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
where

enter of

A and ν(z)

In our experiments we used

3.4

denotes the

(10)
losest integer to

z

and

m = n = 100.

Weighted Multistart LovoAlign (WML)

This method is a modi ation of ML in whi h we try to redu e the number
of rotations used for the generation of initial points.
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Re all that the set of rotations may be represented by a box ( ube) in
the spa e of angles. We divide this initial box into 8 smaller
sele t a random point (rotation) within ea h of these

q

asso iated initial points for LovoAlign a

si

Ci .

We

ubes and we generate

ording to the rule (10). We run

LovoAlign with these initial points and we asso iate ea h
s ore

ubes

ube with the best

so far obtained. Without loss of generality, assume that

s1 ≤ . . . ≤ s8 .
Then, we generate

p

new random points in

C1 , 2p

new random points in

C2

and so on, and we repeat the LovoAlign pro ess. Again, we asso iate ea h
ube with its best s ore. This time, the

ube with smallest s ore is dis arded,

new random points are generated in the remaining

ubes (a

ording to their

internal s ores) and the pro ess is repeated. Therefore, at ea h stage at least
one

ube is eliminated and, at the end, the number of admissible

ubes is

empty and the algorithm stops.
In our experiments we used

3.5

p = 10, q = 50.

Bayesian Multistart LovoAlign (BML)

In the ML method we employ a given number of rotations
grid of equally spa ed angles and

m dierent

orresponding to a

translations per rotation to de-

ne initial points for LovoAlign exe utions. This approa h does not take into
a

ount several fa tors that may

The

ontribute to the e ien y of the method.

omparison between the number of dierent lo al maximizers already

obtained and the number of initial points already tested is an important
issue that

ould be used to determine whether it is worthwhile to

LovoAlign exe utions or not. Dierent authors [23, 24, 25℄

ontinue

onsidered this is-

sue and dened methods that take stopping de isions supported by Bayesian
statisti s.
into a

They suggest to minimize the expe teda posterior loss taking

ount the termination loss, whi h is dened as the loss of stopping

before nding all the lo al maximizers and the exe ution loss, whi h
sponds to the

orre-

ost of running the method for a new initial point. The BML

method is the ML method des ribed before, with Bayesian stopping rules
that are fully des ribed in [26℄.
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3.6

Normalized Bayesian Multistart LovoAlign
(NBML)

By (1), (2) and (3), we have that for every pair of proteins

A, B,

one has:

S(A, B) ≤ 20 min{na, nb}.
This inequality motivates one to dene the Normalized Stru tal S ore
by

SN (A, B) =
The NBML method
malized s ore

SN

SN

1
× S(A, B).
min{na, nb}

oin ides with BML, with the ex eption that the nor-

is used instead of the usual Stru tal s ore in order to de ide

that two lo al maximizers are the same or not. Therefore, the appli ation
of NBML involves the employment of an additional parameter

δ > 0:

If the

modulus of the dierent between normalized s ores obtained at two dierent
runs of LovoAlign is smaller than

δ

we de lare that the

orresponding lo al

maximizers are equivalent.
In our experiments we used

3.7

δ = 0.1.

Normalized Bayesian Multistart LovoAlign with
Initialization (NBMLI)

In ML, BML and NBML we dis ard the initial point provided by LovoAlign.
This initial point is omputed by means of the alignment of two pseudo′
′
proteins A and B whose pseudo-atoms are the dieren es between onse utive atoms of

A

and

B.

The alignment of the pseudo-proteins is

omputed

by means of a single DP pro ess.
The NBMLI method

oin ides with NBML with the ex eption that the

alignment based on pseudo-proteins is used to dene the rst initial point
for ordinary LovoAlign exe ution. In other words, NBMLI uses a standard
LovoAlign exe ution in addition to the LovoAlign runs of NBML.

4

Experiments

We

hose, randomly, 5 proteins from the Protein Data Bank [27℄: 1BK2A,

1AG7A, 1CBNA, 2VY5A, and 3E7RA. For ea h of these proteins, we sele t
the 10 more similar proteins a

ording to DALI [4, 5, 6℄

Global improvements of a protein alignment algorithm

Method

Time

20

Solved Problems

Criti al S ore

LovoAlign

2 se onds

330

12.4

MCS

7 hours and 35 minutes

1140

8.3

ML

7 hours and 51 minutes

1221

6.6

WML

4 hours and 37 minutes

1114

6.6 (*)

BML

1 hour and 9 minutes

1138

8.4

NBML

22 minutes and 39 se onds

972

8.7

NBMLI

18 minutes and 40 se onds

976

8.7

Tab. 1:

Comparison of Alignment methods. (*): WML did not solve a problem in whi h BNS(P) was greater than 6.6.

(http://ekidna.bio

enter.helsinki.fi/dali-server).

Therefore, we have

a set of 50 proteins, whi h dene 1225 alignment problems. This is the set of
problems used in the present study. All the tests were run using a

omputer

with Core 2 Quad Q9550 2.83 GHz with 8 Gb, employing Linux Ubuntu 9.04
and the gfortran

ompiler.

For ea h alignment problem P, we dene BNS(P) as the best normalized
s ore obtained by any of the methods

onsidered in this report. On the other

hand, the Stru tal s ore obtained by a method M for solving a problem P
will be denoted by St(M, P). We say that a method M

solves a problem P if

St(M, P) diers form BNS(P) in less than a given toleran e

ε > 0.

It was observed that, for ea h method M, there exists a Criti al S ore
CS(M) su h that M solves all the problems for whi h BNS(P) is bigger than
CS(M). (There exists one ex eption to this observation, denote by (*) in Table
1.) In Table 1 we display, for ea h method, the total CPU time employed for
handling all the problems, the per ent of solved problems with
the

ε = 0.5,

and

riti al s ore.
Optimization methods may be

 ien y. Robustness

ompared in terms of robustness and ef-

orresponds to the ability of nding solutions and E-

ien y is usually asso iated with exe ution time. Stri tly speaking, a method
may be
less

onsidered better than a

ompetitor if solves more problems and uses

omputer time simultaneously. A single ideal graphi

where ea h method
abs issa

ould be represented by a point in the

ould be drawn,

xy

plane. The

orresponds to the number of problems in whi h the method failed

to nd the global solution and the ordinate represents the

omputer time
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employed.

An imaginary

urve

onne ting the points that

methods that are not over ome in both
(indiferen e)

orrespond to

riteria may be viewed as the Pareto

urve for this situation. From this bi-obje tive point of view, we

see that only WML and NBML

an be dis arded for being over ome by some

ompetitor. BML is better than WML and NBLI is bettern than NBML.
The remaining 5 methods are in the Pareto indiferen e

5

urve.

Con lusions

LovoAlign is a method for Protein Alignment that employs the Stru tal
S ore and, very likely, nds the true global s ore if the proteins are similar enough. In addition, the Newtonian features of the method make it very
fast. These features are shared by other Protein Alignment methods using
dierent s ores.
As a

onsequen e, it is natural to develop global-optimization variations

of LovoAlign.

It is interesting to try well established global optimization

methods with this purpose, as well as global optimization ideas that exploit
the stru ture of the problem. In the present

ontribution we used the global

software MCS and ve global variations of LovoAlign.
In the numeri al experiments we observed that all the methods nd a
rate results in the

u-

ase that the proteins are similar, the degree of similarity

required being dierent for dierent methods. A single bi-obje tive representation

ould be used to visualize robustness and time-e ien y simultane-

ously showing that only two of the algorithms tested

an be dis arded from

this bi-obje tive point of view.
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